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Abstract

Soil erosion by water from arable land poses a serious threat to on-field agricultural productivity and the wider environment through off-site damage. Multiple studies show that climate change will worsen the impacts of soil erosion in various regions. However, these studies are limited by (1) the lack of any thorough evaluation process in applying climate scenarios to drive soil erosion models, and (2) the failure to consider the role of changing land use under future climate change, despite the evidence that it is more important than rainfall changes in driving increased erosion. Using the WEPP soil erosion model, these methodological gaps are addressed in this study for a small catchment in Belgium that is both heavily impacted by soil erosion and boasting an extensive array of mitigation measures. We develop a novel and comprehensive methodology to rigorously and efficiently select suitable climate models specifically for simulating soil erosion by water, and examine the impact of a range of environmentally and economically viable land use choices on soil erosion. The main findings reveal that our climate model selection methodology is successful in generating the widest range of likely future scenarios from a small number of models, compared with other selection methods. Our novel methodology reveals that the magnitude and frequency of soil erosion events will increase considerably under the mean of all scenarios between 2041-2100 with existing land management. Winter wheat represents the most economically and environmentally viable land use choice to effectively mitigate future soil erosion when compared to other land use alternatives under the full range of likely future climate scenarios. This research illuminates the importance of carefully tuned climate model selection and land use changes for modelling future soil erosion by water so the best- and worst-case scenarios can be adequately prepared for under a changing climate.
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1. Introduction

Soil erosion is one of the major environmental threats to arable land globally (Heitz et al., 2009; Maeda et al., 2010; Nearing et al., 2005; Panagos et al., 2015). Global soil erosion rates are estimated to be around 10.2 t ha\(^{-1}\) yr\(^{-1}\) (Yang et al., 2003), while soil renewal rates are estimated to be considerably slower at less than 0.6 t ha\(^{-1}\) yr\(^{-1}\) (Montgomery, 2007). Erosion by water accounts for the most substantial loss of soil (Panagos et al., 2015; Verstraeten et al., 2003; Yang et al., 2003), contributing to approximately 55% of global soil erosion (Bridges & Oldeman, 1999). While these soil losses pose a serious threat to on-field agricultural productivity in some places (e.g., Bakker et al., 2004; Boardman & Favis-Mortlock, 1993; Pimental et al., 1995), the most considerable damages in other places are experienced in off-site locations (Boardman, 2021; Graves et al., 2015). These impacts are most destructive where housing estates are developed next to arable farmland that is vulnerable to soil erosion by water. This kind of rural sprawl is commonplace across the European loess belt (Beckers et al., 2018), where agricultural fields are characterised by easily detachable soils. Storm events during late spring into summer cause runoff from these barely vegetated arable fields, carrying large amounts of soil as suspended sediment or bedload that induces damage to public infrastructure and freshwater systems further downstream. This phenomenon is known as ‘muddy flooding’ and is well-documented across several locations in Belgium (e.g., Boardman & Vandaele, 2010, 2016; Evrard et al., 2010; Evrard et al., 2007a, 2008; Mullan et al., 2016, 2019). For instance, total damages to property alone across Belgium are estimated to range from €14 million – €138 million yr\(^{-1}\), depending on the magnitude of storm events and property value (Evrard et al., 2007b). These expenses do not include damages to public infrastructure, water quality and biodiversity, nor the costs to dredge rivers following muddy flooding events (Boardman, 2021). Muddy flooding may be regarded as a symptom of soil erosion by water, where total costs induced by water erosion globally are astronomically larger. Pimentel (2006) estimated total off-site water erosion costs of $2.3 billion yr\(^{-1}\) for the USA alone.

Most global and regional climate models consistently project large increases in the frequency and magnitude of extreme events, while average daily rainfall intensities are also projected to rise throughout the 21st century (IPCC, 2013; Zhang, 2013). This is because temperatures are expected to increase by between 1.8°C and 4°C by the end of the 21st century (IPCC, 2013), leading to an intensified global hydrological cycle (Zhang, 2012). Extreme rainfall is highly correlated to changes in temperature, largely because of the Clausius-Clapeyron (CC) relation where the saturated vapour pressure of the atmosphere is described to increase at an approximate rate of 7% for every 1°C warming or 7% °K\(^{-1}\) (Mullan et al., 2019). Furthermore, this rate is even higher for rainfall intensity
(e.g. Sun et al., 2007), with the most extreme precipitation events promoting an increase to 14% (Lenderink & Van Meijgaard, 2008). These climatic changes have caused concern that processes driven by large-scale precipitation events, such as soil erosion by water, will be exacerbated in the future (e.g. Kundzewicz et al., 2008; Nearing et al., 2005; Risbey & Entekhabi, 1996; Scholz et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2009).

Consequently, there is a vital need to model how soil erosion and muddy flooding will be impacted by a changing climate. Comprehensive modelling is crucial for effective mitigation planning, so that vulnerable catchments will remain resilient against all possible future erosion events. While it is common to uncover studies examining future changes in soil erosion, previous modelling is limited in two main ways.

The first is the limited methodological emphasis on how climate models are selected for simulating soil erosion. It is imperative that a thorough selection process is followed to select a manageable number of representative climate models for the study application. The Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5) archive (Taylor et al., 2012) contains outputs from 61 different general circulation models, such that all projections cannot be included for thoroughly studying the impacts of climate change. Constraints in computational and human resources mean that model choice must be limited to a practicable number, while an increase in the number of available models corresponds to an increase in the uncertainty remaining over future climate simulations (Lutz et al., 2016). The uncertainty provided by the spread in climate model projections is a considerable concern in climate change impact studies, commonly larger than the uncertainty associated with model parameterisation and natural variability (Finger et al., 2012; Lutz et al., 2016; Minville et al., 2008).

Secondly, modelling of future soil erosion by water rarely considers changes in land use and management. While there are some notable exceptions, (e.g., Mullan et al., 2012; O’Neal et al., 2005; Zhang & Nearing, 2005), recent research typically continues to neglect the importance of modelling the impact of future land use changes for soil erosion. Several studies reveal that land use changes are largely responsible for the increased frequency of muddy flooding events in recent years, rather than rainfall erosivity alone (e.g., Boardman & Vandaele, 2016; Butler, 2005; Olivier Evrard et al., 2007a; Verstraeten et al., 2003). Despite these findings, there remain no studies examining how land use must be managed in the future to protect off-site locations from an increased magnitude and frequency of muddy flooding events.

This study aims to address these limitations by presenting detailed and rigorous methodologies to (1) select a practicable number of climate models for subsequent soil erosion modelling, and (2)
account for future changes in land use and management. In addressing these limitations, this study represents an advance from previous research modelling soil erosion by water. The selected study area is a heavily impacted and mitigated catchment in Belgium. The wider benefits of this research include facilitating adequate mitigation planning for this catchment under a changing climate, while also demonstrating the importance of carefully selecting climate models and accounting for changes in land use in modelling soil erosion by water in other regions.

2. Material and Methods

2.1. Study Area

While muddy floods are commonly reported in several locations across the European loess belt – such as the South Downs in the UK, South Limburg in the Netherlands, Northern France, and parts of Slovakia (Boardman et al., 1994) – these events are most widespread in Belgium (Evrard et al., 2007a). Previous research (Evrard et al., 2007a) found that 68% of all municipalities across the Belgian loess belt have been affected by muddy flooding in the past. The Belgian loess belt (Figure 1) is an 8867 km² plateau that gently slopes north with a mean altitude of 115 m. Belgium has a temperate maritime climate with mild winters and cool summers, influenced by the North Sea and Atlantic Ocean. As determined from the E-OBS high-resolution (0.25°) gridded dataset over Europe (Haylock et al., 2008) between 1981 and 2010, mean annual temperatures ranged from 3°C in January to 18°C in July and August for the grid square containing the study area. Rainfall has a relatively even distribution throughout the year, with average annual rainfall amounts ranging from 520 mm to 960 mm in the study area (~ 55 mm to 75 mm per month). The Belgian loess belt possesses the highest density of cultivated land in the country (Beckers et al., 2018). Summer crops – such as maize, potatoes, and sugar beet – have increased in recent decades and now dominate the arable land in place of winter cereals. Cover crops such as mustard and phacelia are often encouraged to shield the soil during late spring and early summer while summer crops reach maturity (Bielders et al., 2003; Mullan et al., 2016).

This research focuses on a dry valley locally known as the ‘Heulen Gracht’ (50.76° N, 5.12° E) located within the 200 km² Melsterbeek catchment in the Limburg province of Belgium. The Heulen Gracht is a prominent landscape for academic and community research on muddy flooding problems and solutions (e.g., Boardman & Vandaele, 2020; Evrard et al., 2007b, 2008), covering a 3 km² area. The study area drains into Velm Village, which has a local reputation as a ‘devastated village’ after
repeated flooding in recent decades. Mitigation measures were first installed in 2002 to remain resilient for a 20-year period, with each illustrated in Figure 2. Mitigation includes several grass buffer strips (GBS) to trap sediment on-site, a ~430 m grassed waterway (GWW) along the catchment thalweg to prevent ephemeral gullyling, along with detention ponds and earth dams that together act to reduce peak discharges by buffering runoff. Renewed mitigation planning is urgently needed so the catchment remains resilient to future climatic pressures for the next 20 years and beyond, where intensified storm conditions are expected to cause an increase in the frequency and magnitude of erosion events (Mullan et al., 2019).

This study focuses on the downstream half of the Heulen Gracht (approximately 1.3 km²) to allow for high-resolution drone imagery, such that an altitude of between 107 and 140 metres (m) was determined (Figure 3). Drone imagery gathered in December 2019 revealed that cropland covers 73% of the catchment surface, grassland 8%, woodland and hedgerows 2%, orchards 16%, and roads (1%) account for the remainder. A singular hillslope that feeds into the GWW-mitigated catchment thalweg was selected for explicit analysis, such that this hillslope will hereby be referred to as the ‘GWW Hillslope.’ This hillslope was chosen because it directly contributes to sediment output observed at the catchment outlet (Figure 2). A separate hillslope – henceforth referred to as the ‘GBS Hillslope’ – was also selected to support model validation at a later stage. While this hillslope is located next to the catchment outlet, a 21 m wide GBS at the foot of the hillslope considerably reduces sediment contribution to the catchment thalweg (Figure 2). It is for this reason that the GBS Hillslope was not chosen for soil erosion-climate change analysis at a later stage – unlike the GWW Hillslope, extensive mitigation at the GBS Hillslope means that the impacts of future changes in climatic conditions on soil erosion and muddy flooding at the Heulen Gracht will not be clearly demonstrated. Key geomorphological characteristics for both hillslopes are described in Table 1. Soil erosion at both hillslopes was simulated under baseline conditions as described below for model validation purposes, while the impacts of future changes in climatic conditions and land use on soil erosion are analysed explicitly for the GWW Hillslope alone.

2.2. Baseline Soil Erosion Modelling

The Water Erosion Prediction Project (WEPP) model (Flanagan & Nearing, 1995; v.2012.8) is applied to fulfil the objectives of this study. WEPP is a spatially-distributed continuous simulation model, providing long-term simulations of soil erosion and deposition along with other key soil, hydrology, and plant components at hillslope, field and small catchment (< 260 ha) scales (Laflen et al., 1991;
Ascough et al., 1995; Li et al., 2017). WEPP can predict soil erosion, sediment transport, and deposition across the landscape by applying a steady-state continuity equation to predict rill and inter-rill erosion processes. WEPP is widely applied within climate change-soil erosion research, with success demonstrated in a range of studies (e.g. Mullan et al., 2016; Stolpe, 2005), not least to investigate muddy flooding for a hillslope in the Melsterbeek catchment in Mullan et al. (2016, 2019). The following sections describe the datasets and methods used to drive WEPP for use in this study.

2.2.1. Soil

A 0.3 m deep bulk soil sample was taken every 10 m at both hillslopes using a soil auger (Appendix A), reaching a maximum depth of 1.8 m. Table 1 reveals that lab analysis of topsoil (0.3 m) textures at both the GWW and GBS Hillslopes using a Malvern laser granulometer is consistent with previous topsoil sampling for the Heulen Gracht and other analogous catchments in the Belgian loess belt recorded in Evrard (2008). Average organic matter (OM) content presented in Table 1 was found using a Loss on Ignition (LoI) approach, where soil samples were placed in a furnace at 450°C. As before, topsoil OM measured at the GWW Hillslope is consistent with an analogous catchment < 15 km from the study area (Mullan et al., 2016, 2019), while slightly higher topsoil OM at the GBS Hillslope owes to > 30% grass coverage along the hillslope. Soil depths between 0.6 m and 1.8 m were collected at the GBS Hillslope to represent soil characteristics at both the GBS and GWW Hillslopes. Critical shear, hydraulic conductivity, and rill and interrill erodibility values were estimated by WEPP based on equations given in the WEPP user manual (Flanagan & Livingston, 1995). These equations were derived from data collected at several WEPP erodibility sites in the USA under a rainfall simulator. These values are important in determining soil detachment and other erosion processes, but practical constraints in obtaining field measurements meant estimates had to be made. Encouragingly, these estimated values were found to perform well against measured values for several WEPP erodibility sites in the USA, with close model fits for all erodibility parameters (Alberts et al., 1995). Values are representative of the entire hillslope and are dependent on soil parameters such as particle size – which was measured in the laboratory in this study. The estimated WEPP values therefore rely on some field measured data specific to the study location. Estimated albedo was set at 0.1, CEC (meq/100g) at 15, and initial soil saturation at 75% for each hillslope – these values were derived from a WEPP soil input file for a neighbouring hillslope as outlined in Mullan et al. (2016; 2019).
2.2.2. Slope

Slope profiles were established for both hillslopes following a high-resolution drone survey\(^1\) (necessary for a wider project outside the remit of this paper) with an average ground sampling distance (GSD) of 2.3 cm. Sampling distance was increased to 6 m in keeping with WEPP input value limitations. This was achieved by averaging all slope values within a 6 m distance. While 2 cm resolution provides a slope profile that is very closely representative of the true slope profile, WEPP is incapable of processing slope data of this resolution for greater than 2 m distance downslope. WEPP allows up to 100 data points for both cumulative distance (ft) and slope (%), respectively, yet input value totals ≥ 50 tend to generate a distorted slope profile that produces unreasonable soil erosion values.

2.2.3. Land Management

Land use data between 2008 and 2018 were collected from Geopunt Vlaanderen (https://www.geopunt.be/kaart), which is an open source database provided by the Flemish Government. Crop rotation dates were sourced by the local soil erosion expert, Dr Karel Vandaele. Information concerning temperature (base, optimal, and maximum) and leaf area index for crops in Belgium were sourced from Gobin (2010, 2012). All remaining plant growth parameters were calculated by WEPP for each crop without additional modifications (Flanagan and Nearing, 1995). Land management details required to simulate WEPP for the GWW Hillslope are displayed in Appendix B. Land management details required to validate WEPP simulations at the GBS and GWW Hillslopes are shown in Appendix C.

2.2.4. Climate

Baseline climate data were simulated using the stochastic weather generator CLIGEN (Nicks et al., 1995), which draws on the statistical properties of observed climate measurements to generate long-term daily climate data. All required CLIGEN input parameters are presented in Table 2. Previous studies (e.g. Nearing et al., 1990) have demonstrated that precipitation variables provide

---

\(^1\) A Class 1 Phantom 4 RTK drone was flown 91 m above the ground surface at 3.5 m/s, using a single grid with 80/80 overlap. The flight required seven high-capacity battery packs.
the greatest influence on soil loss and runoff projections using WEPP. Mean precipitation per wet
day is calculated using monthly means, skewness, and standard deviation values. Series of wet and
dry days are determined from the transitional probabilities of a wet day following a wet day (Pw/w)
and a wet day following a dry day (Pw/d). Rainfall intensity is calculated from determinations of
monthly half hour precipitation (MX.5P) and time to peak storm intensity (Time PK). Time PK is a
dimensionless variable that represents an empirical probability distribution of the time to peak
storm intensity as a fraction of storm duration, such that this is the only variable that is not
calculated for each given month (Mullan et al., 2019; Yu, 2003).

High resolution (0.25°) observed (E-OBS) daily temperature and precipitation data from 1950-2019
(Haylock et al., 2008) were downloaded from the Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute (KNMI)
Climate Explorer site (http://climexp.knmi.nl) for the grid containing the study area. The Niel-bij-
Sint-Truiden climate station (pinned in Figure 1, less than 3 km from the Heulen Gracht) provided
sub-hourly precipitation data between 2004 and 2014 to determine Time Pk and MX.5P. The
remaining parameters – solar radiation, wind speed and direction, and relative humidity – were
sourced from nearby Maastricht, Netherlands. Equation 1 was used to convert relative humidity to
dew point temperature (Alduchov & Eskridge, 1996). CLIGEN simulations were conducted for 330
years to represent 30 cycles of each 11-year crop rotation in WEPP, as recommended by Mullan et
al. (2019).

\[
TD = \frac{243.04 \left( \ln \left( \frac{RH}{100} \right) + \frac{17.625 \times T}{(243.04 + T)} \right)}{\left(17.625 - \ln \left( \frac{RH}{100} \right) - \frac{17.625 \times T}{(243.04 + T)} \right)}
\]

where \( TD \) = dew point temperature (°F); \( LN \) = natural logarithm; \( RH \) = relative humidity (%); and \( T \) =
mean temperature (°F).

2.2.5. Model Validation

Despite considerable research focus attributed to the study area in recent years (e.g., Boardman &
Vandaele, 2020; Evrard et al., 2008), no hillslope specific soil loss information was previously
gathered. We have, however, made use of previously calculated (Evrard, 2008) mean annual specific
sediment yield (SY) at the outlet of the catchment, which measured 0.5 t/ha between 2006 and
2007. This SY data remains the only suitable measured data at the catchment to validate simulations
of mean annual SY using WEPP. Two separate hillslopes – the GWW and GBS Hillslopes – that
directly contribute to SY at the catchment outlet were selected to adequately validate the soil
erosion model for the study area against these previous measurements under 2006-2007 climate
and land use. In accordance with ortho-imagery collected between 2006 and 2007, the GBS Hillslope
was simulated under winter wheat for both years, while winter wheat was rotated with sugar beet
for the GWW Hillslope. WEPP simulations were carried out in watershed mode since both hillslopes
feed into the same drainage channel. While other hillslopes may also contribute to sediment output
at the catchment outlet, the GWW and GBS Hillslopes were largely chosen based on field access in
June 2019. Expansive areas of dense cover crops limited field access to other hillslopes (Figure 2).

2.3. Climate Model Selection

It is routine in previous climate change-soil erosion studies to select a small subset of climate models
for impact analysis, yet the reasons for selecting specific models are often arbitrary or justified based
on some simple statistical information relating to the models. We compare three different
approaches in this study for the GWW Hillslope, outlined below in Sections 2.3.1-2.3.3. The selection
method that yields the widest range in projections for key soil erosion and muddy flooding
diagnostics (while using an equal number of climate scenarios) during 2081-2100 climatic conditions
will be determined the most desirable method for climate model selection. It is anticipated that the
discrepancy in climatic conditions represented by each climate model will be most apparent for a
distant future period. While near future (2021-2040) and mid-future (2041-2060 and 2061-2080)
climatic conditions are examined at a later stage for the GWW Hillslope using the subset of selected
climate models, time constraints mean that evaluating climate models for each of these time steps
under each climate model selection method is highly impractical. Although a wide envelope of
uncertainty makes adaptation and planning decisions difficult, it is important to capture the widest
spread of likely climate scenarios to account for a wide array of potential climate futures – without
the need to apply dozens of climate models to soil erosion impact studies. It is important to
emphasise that this novel targeted methodology includes an analysis of climate model skill, such
that this wide range of uncertainty is reasonably reduced by only selecting climate models that
display sufficient skill in simulating the present-day climate for the study area.

2.3.1. Past-Performance and Envelope (PPE) Method

2.3.2. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) Method

2.3.3. Extended Monte Carlo Simulation (EMCS) Method
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While climate models are commonly chosen based upon their past-performance (e.g., Biemans et al., 2013; Pierce et al., 2009) – i.e., their ability to closely simulate present and near-past climate – it is plausible that potential climate scenarios may be omitted. Alternatively, the ‘envelope approach’ ensures that a broad range of projections for a given climatological variable is represented from a selected ensemble of models. However, by neglecting the skill provided by the model in simulating present and near-past climate, this approach assumes that all models are equally plausible. With these limitations in mind, the revised methodology applied in this research (herein referred to as the PPE method) is inspired by the concept provided in Lutz et al. (2016) to combine the past-performance and envelope approaches for selecting a manageable number of the most suitable climate models. PPE adapts and departs from the envelope approach in Lutz et al. (2016) to be specifically applicable to precipitation-driven phenomena, while certain key precipitation characteristics necessary to run CLIGEN in WEPP are compared to assess model past-performance.

Precipitation data (mm/day) from each model were downloaded for both a moderate radiative forcing scenario – representative concentration pathway (RCP4.5) – and a high radiative forcing scenario – RCP (RCP8.5) for the future period (2081-2100), with E-OBS 1950 – now 0.25° Europe observed data (1986-2005) used as a historical baseline. The average $\Delta P$ between the future period and the observed period was calculated for all models for both RCP4.5 and 8.5. RCP4.5 provided 102 model runs, while RCP8.5 provided 77 model runs. All available initial condition ensemble members were included for all models since each initial condition ensemble member leads to a different future. To avoid selecting outliers, the 10th and 90th percentile values for $\Delta P$ for both RCPs were determined. These percentile values represented ‘wet’ (90th percentile) and ‘dry’ (10th percentile) sides. All models, irrespective of time step scale, were added to the initial selection of models to calculate the percentile values, thereby ensuring that all projected possible scenarios were fully represented. The three daily time step models with the lowest distance from each side were selected by subtracting the precipitation value (mm/day) from each percentile value. The selected wet and dry models for RCP4.5 and RCP 8.5 are provided in Table 3.

Lastly, the skill of each of the remaining models was evaluated through a past-performance analysis. The purpose of this step was to further narrow down model choice to models that most closely simulate observed metrics of precipitation that are important for muddy flooding. Certain precipitation characteristics necessary to run CLIGEN in WEPP were compared between observed and historical modelled data for the selected models, shown in Table 3. These precipitation characteristics were normalised by expressing each variable as a fraction of the maximum modelled value for each given variable, such that each precipitation characteristic was granted equal weight. Any negative values were converted to positive. Table 4 ranks the model performance, with first
rank corresponding to least difference. The three models with the least difference in values for each RCP were selected, with the final selected models provided in Table 5. HADGEM2-AO (Table 3) was excluded from this step since we lacked the necessary computer memory to extract data for this model. This past-performance analysis ensured that the final model range represented all likely future scenarios, rather than simply generating the widest range of all CMIP5 projections.

2.3.2. Equilibrium Climate Sensitivity (ECS) Method

Selecting climate models based on the range of highest and lowest ECS values provided by the IPCC (Kattsov et al., 2013) is popular in soil erosion research (e.g. Mullan et al., 2016, 2019). ECS considers changes in water vapour, clouds, lapse rate, and surface albedo to calculate warming for a doubling of atmospheric CO$_2$ compared to preindustrial climate once a new climatic equilibrium is achieved. Accordingly, ECS has been used to describe the severity of future climatic changes (Knutti et al., 2017).

In keeping with the criteria applied for PPE, ECS values below the 10th percentile and above the 90th percentile of all ECS values for the CMIP5 models were excluded. The three models nearest to the 10th percentile and the three models nearest to the 90th percentile were selected. Models nearest to the 10th percentile were simulated under RCP4.5, while the models nearest to the 90th percentile were simulated under RCP8.5. The selected ECS models are displayed in Table 5.

2.3.3. Random Selection (RS) Method

Previous climate change impact studies have also included CMIP5 models with little to no justification of selection (e.g. Fazeli Farsani et al., 2019; Sardari et al., 2019; Sha et al., 2019). Consequently, three iterations of random model selection (herein referred to as RS) were used to determine whether different combinations of models selected at random could provide a wider range in soil erosion and muddy flooding diagnostics compared to the carefully tuned methodological approaches applied for PPE and ECS. Of course, a wider range in projections provided by RS would be simply by chance and it would not consider past performance, unlike PPE. The RS models were separated into three groups in Table 5 – Random Group 1 (RG1), Random Group 2 (RG2) and Random Group 3 (RG3) – randomly assigned as RCP4.5 or RCP8.5.
Climate information for each model from the Earth System Grid Federation (ESGF) (https://esgf-node.llnl.gov/search/esgf-llnl/) is provided at the grid box scale of each climate model. These models aim to represent the full Earth system and use RCP scenarios to produce projections of future climate (Hawkins et al., 2013). Spatial downscaling is required to reduce the grid box scale to match the observed climate dimensions and this has been applied to all models (Table 5). The original grid box scale for each model is provided in Appendix D.

Observed precipitation (1986-2005) was plotted against the ranked quantiles of the reference period (1986-2005) for the selected models on a monthly basis using QQ-plots (e.g., Mullan et al., 2019). Polynomial functions were applied to the precipitation data for each model, and appropriate ordering (mostly third order) was applied to each model to avoid clearly anomalous precipitation data points. Alternatively, observed TMAX and TMIN were calibrated using the change factor (CF) approach, as outlined in Hawkins et al. (2013). The CF method (Equation 2) changes the simulated modelled output of mean and daily variance by using the observed daily variability (Arnell et al., 2003; Gosling et al., 2009). This method was previously found to be more robust than those using model variability, such as the bias correction method (Hawkins et al., 2013). While the CF approach is widely accepted for calibrating temperature data, the positive definite nature of precipitation makes calibration more complex (Hawkins et al., 2013).

$$T_{CF}(t) = \overline{T_{RAW}} + \frac{\sigma_{T,RAW}}{\sigma_{T,REF}} (O_{REF}(t) - \overline{T_{REF}}),$$

(2)

where $T_{CF}(t)$ is the change factor for temperature (${^\circ}$F); $\overline{T_{RAW}}$ is the raw modelled temperature for a future period and $\overline{T_{REF}}$ is the observed, where the bar above the symbol represents the time mean; $\sigma_{T,RAW}$ indicates the standard deviation (${^\circ}$F) of the daily raw model output for the future period and $\sigma_{T,REF}$ indicates the standard deviation of the daily model output for the reference period; $O_{REF}$ indicates the daily observations.

Temporal downscaling is also required to generate daily scenarios from monthly scenarios, which is necessary to perturb CLIGEN within WEPP. Raw historical (1986-2005) and future (2021-2100) precipitation data from the selected models were temporally downscaled to produce daily scenarios.
While 2081-2100 was selected to contrast each model selection method, future changes in soil erosion were later examined between 2021 and 2100 using the most desirable model selection method. Raw TMAX and TMIN data for the historical and future periods were also downscaled to produce daily scenarios, as needed for WEPP simulations.

Transitional probabilities (Pw/w and Pw/d) were determined by categorising historical precipitation into wet months, dry months, and all months. Wet months were defined when monthly precipitation totals equalled or exceeded the 90th percentile of the mean monthly precipitation totals for each respective month during the reference period (1986-2005). Dry months were defined when monthly precipitation totals did not meet this percentile value. Linear relationships were established between historical monthly precipitation totals and the transitional probabilities for wet months, dry months, and all months. These transfer functions were forced with future monthly precipitation totals to calculate future transitional probabilities. Mean P was calculated following the method in Zhang et al. (2004). Equation 3 was applied to calculate the unconditional probability of precipitation occurrence (π):

\[ \Pi = \frac{P_{w/d}}{1 + P_{w/d} - P_{w/w}} \] (3)

the new Mean P was then calculated using Equation 4:

\[ \text{Mean } P = \frac{R_m}{N_d \pi} \] (4)

where Mean P (in) was described previously, R_m is the projected mean precipitation totals (in) for a given month, and N_dπ is the expected number of wet days in the month.

Table 6 is adapted from Mullan et al. (2019) to detail how the CLIGEN parameters were adjusted to represent future climate changes. Aside from Mean P, P(W/W), P(W/D), AV TMAX, and AV TMIN, all remaining CLIGEN parameter monthly values were calculated by developing linear relationships using the historical data (1986-2005). A summary of all steps described for each model selection method is provided in Figure 4.

2.6. Land Management Changes

Several previous studies anticipated how climate change will impact farmer crop management in the future across the Belgian loam belt (e.g., De Frutos Cachorro et al., 2018; Gobin, 2010, 2012). A range of likely future land management scenarios was developed as part of a ‘what-if’ scenarios
approach (e.g., Mullan, 2013; Mullan et al., 2012) using this previous research, as seen in Figure 5. These scenarios are informed by economic and environmental biases (Mullan, 2013), while a scenario that pulls together both of these biases is also considered with several sub-scenarios to improve predictive capability. This latter scenario approaches winter wheat as a highly profitable asset in the future when compared to common summer crops. Winter wheat shows considerably less vulnerability to adverse weather conditions associated with climate change (Gobin, 2018) – such as heat and drought stress – when compared to summer crops. Unlike winter wheat, summer crops will require increased irrigation and other highly expensive management practices (De Frutos Cachorro et al., 2018). Winter wheat also offers increased soil protection when compared to summer crops. Consequently, winter wheat only is planted in the first sub-scenario, while the second sub-scenario involves the addition of a cover crop that is planted in late August following harvesting. The final sub-scenario indicates land use remaining the same as the present-day, where winter wheat is rotated with summer crops.

A purely economic scenario involves only summer crops being planted. It is possible that summer crops will remain profitable in the future if the prices of summer crops continue to increase (De Frutos Cachorro et al., 2018), such that the additional costs to manage summer crops under future climatic conditions will be insubstantial. Lastly, a return to grassland represents an extreme environmental scenario, such that government and business strategies will be heavily influenced by increased environmental awareness at local and national scales. Planting and harvesting dates for all crops under each respective scenario will also remain unchanged in the future. While it is possible that climatic changes will correspond to changing planting and harvesting dates in the future, this is a complex consideration to simulate that requires calculating several climatological variables and it is beyond the scope of this study. In saying this, Gobin (2018) reveals that farmers have previously not adjusted sowing dates despite warmer temperatures in Belgium.

3. Results

3.1. Model Validation

The sum of modelled SY contributed by the GWW and GBS Hillslopes reveals an underestimate by just 0.3 t/ha from measurements at the catchment outlet in Evrard (2008). The GWW Hillslope accounts for almost all SY contributed towards the catchment outlet (Appendix E) between 2006 and 2007, while all remaining SY is generated by channel erosion. The GBS Hillslope does not contribute
any SY for these years, owing to winter wheat coverage during both years and the 21 m GBS at the
foot of the hillslope that acts to trap sediment. This slight underestimation in mean annual SY is to
be expected considering that two hillslopes alone cannot account for all sediment contributions
towards the catchment outlet, as implied in Figure 3. Other unmitigated hillslopes not considered
here also feed into the drainage channel (Figures 2 and 3). In this respect, it appears that WEPP has
closely simulated mean annual SY to measurements in Evrard (2008) at the catchment outlet
between 2006 and 2007.

3.2. Comparing Model Selection Methods

Figure 6 demonstrates that PPE provides the widest range in mean annual precipitation response
projected at the GWW Hillslope from six separate CMIP5 models, with ‘dry’ and ‘wet’ models
determining the soil erosion and muddy flooding response. PPE consistently projects a wider spread
in future scenarios compared to ECS. The ranges (highest minus lowest model value) in SY and SL
projected by PPE are 168% and 80%, respectively, higher than ECS. PPE projects an increase in runoff
by 130% compared to ECS. RG1 and RG2 projections are marginally closer to PPE. The range in PPE
SY is higher than RG1 and RG2 by 26% and 37%, respectively (Figure 6). Differences in SL projections
between both methods closely reflect differences in SY observations, while PPE also generates the
widest model spread for runoff.

Return period analysis is important for examining future changes in the frequency and magnitude of
events. Return period intervals of 2, 5, 10, 20, 25, 50 and 100 years are displayed for each model
selection method in Table 7. As seen for the mean annual projections (Figure 7), Table 7 reveals that
PPE consistently generates the widest model response for SY. Differences in projections between
each selection method are most clearly represented at a 1 in 100-year event. The range for PPE SY is
higher than ECS, RG1, RG2, and RG3 by 8 t/ha, 9.6 t/ha, 22.2 t/ha, and 2.9 t/ha, respectively, for a 1
in 100-year event. Table 7 reveals that RG2 generates the widest response in daily precipitation for
all return period intervals, closely followed by PPE. The widest difference between these methods is
observed for a 1 in 50-year event, where daily precipitation for RG2 exceeds PPE by 11.1 mm. ECS
consistently projects the lowest range in daily precipitation for all return periods.

3.3. Climate Change Impacts
3.3.1. Mean Annual Changes

Figure 7 reveals that mean annual SY at the GWW Hillslope is projected to increase by 392% (+ 3.3 t/ha) from the baseline to 2081-2100, while mean annual soil loss (SL) between 2081 and 2100 represents an increase from the baseline of 409% (+ 0.83 kg/m²). Similarly, mean annual runoff depth increases from the baseline by 269% (+ 8.41 mm) between 2081 and 2100.

Marginal mean annual changes from the baseline are observed for the 2021–2040 period (Figure 7). Mean annual SY and SL during 2021–2040 increase from the baseline by 0.26 t/ha (30%) and 0.1 kg/m² (51%), respectively, while mean annual runoff depth increases by 1.07 mm (35%). Considerable increases for these key diagnostics begin from 2041–2060. Mean annual SY increases during 2041-2060 by 92% (+ 1.02 t/ha) compared to 2021-2040, while mean annual SL increases by 70% (+ 0.21 kg/m²) and mean annual runoff depth increases by 55% (+ 2.32 mm) for the same period. Interestingly, the 2061-2080 period represents a decline in mean annual SY (- 0.11 t/ha or —5%) when compared to 2041 and 2060, while mean annual SL decreases by 0.05 kg/m² (- 9%) and mean annual runoff depth marginally increases (+ 0.46 mm or + 7%). Mean annual SY, SL and runoff continue to increase considerably between 2061-2080 and 2081-2100 with increases of 107% (+ 2.2 t/ha), 84% (+ 0.47 kg/m²) and 62% (+ 4.44 mm), respectively. Noticeably, the range in model projections increases over time from 2021-2040 and 2081-2100 as the magnitude of mean annual SY, SL and runoff increase.

3.3.2. Seasonal Changes

Baseline SY at the GWW Hillslope clearly demonstrates a muddy flooding season that begins in May or June and ends in September with a clear peak in SY observed in August, as displayed in Figure 8. It is immediately apparent that an earlier and longer muddy flooding season is projected in the future between 2021 and 2100. Figure 8 reveals that SY begins to rise in May and declines in December. June represents the peak month of SY during 2021 and 2040, with smaller spikes observed in August and November. Similar seasonal changes in SY are observed between 2041 and 2060, except the peak month for SY is noticeably projected during August. SY during 2061-2100 also reaches its peak in August. Unlike during 2021-2040, peak seasonal SY during 2041-2100 surpasses the baseline peak SY (Figure 8).
3.3.3. Return Periods

Figure 9 illustrates the mean and maximum of all modelled return periods for SY and precipitation at the GWW Hillslope, which reveal distinct differences between the baseline and future time series. The maximum of all modelled return periods reveals that the frequency of high magnitude events is projected to increase along with the magnitude of SY between 2021 and 2100 (Figure 9). SY projections between 2021 and 2100 are consistently higher than the baseline for all return periods. The 2081-2100 period displays the most considerable increases in SY from the baseline for all return periods. For instance, a 1 in 10-year event for SY during 2081-2100 represents an increase from baseline SY for a 1 in 100-year event of 3.8 t/ha. Alternatively, the mean of all modelled return periods reveals that baseline climatic conditions generate a higher magnitude event for the maximum return period compared to 2021-2040 projections (Figure 9). Baseline SY for a 1 in 100-year event represents an increase from 2021-2040 SY by 3.3 t/ha for the same return period. Otherwise, 2041-2100 projections of mean SY are consistently higher than the baseline for all return periods (Figure 9).

The magnitude of maximum and mean daily precipitation is consistently higher than the baseline, and these increases typically become more prominent as time progresses for each return period. A notable exception is observed for 2041-2060 and 2061-2080 daily precipitation. Mean daily precipitation is consistently higher during 2041-2060 compared to 2061-2080 for all return periods, while maximum daily precipitation for a 1 in 50-year event is higher by 7.2 mm during 2041-2060 compared to 2061-2080 (Figure 9).

3.4. Land Use Impacts

3.4.1. Mean Annual Changes

Figures 10-12 demonstrate that alternative land management practices considerably impact projections of SY, SL and runoff at the GWW Hillslope between 2021 and 2100. However, it is still apparent for all land use scenarios that each of the modelled diagnostics displays an increase in magnitude over time. Noticeably, a broader range in model projections for each land use scenario is reflective of a higher mean modelled magnitude of soil erosion.

Mean annual SY projections between 2021 and 2100 reveal that only planting summer crops induces the most soil erosion of all land use scenarios (Figure 10). Mean annual SY under the summer crops
scenario represents an increase from the baseline by 14% (0.15 t/ha) between 2021 and 2040, 2%
(0.05 t/ha) between 2041 and 2060, 0.3% (1.11 t/ha) between 2061 and 2080, and 5% (0.22 t/ha)
between 2081 and 2100. While the baseline scenario represents a slight decrease from summer
crops only, current land management consistently generates higher mean annual SY than for all
remaining land use scenarios. The baseline scenario projects higher mean annual SY than the winter
wheat with cover crop scenario by 0.82 t/ha between 2021 and 2040, 1.2 t/ha between 2041 and
2060, 1.2 t/ha between 2061 and 2080, and 2.6 t/ha between 2081 and 2100. While the winter
wheat with cover crop scenario represents a 0.29 t/ha decrease in mean annual SY from the winter
wheat only scenario between 2061 and 2080, the latter typically projects slightly lower mean annual
SY than the former. The winter wheat with cover crop scenario projects higher mean annual SY by
0.08 t/ha between 2021 and 2040, 0.37 t/ha between 2041 and 2060, and 0.62 t/ha between 2081
and 2100 when compared to the winter wheat only scenario (Figure 10). The grass scenario projects
very low mean annual SY between 2021 and 2100, such that the values are barely represented in
Figure 10. Figure 11 reveals similar observations for mean annual SL.

Figure 12 demonstrates that the baseline generates the highest mean annual runoff depth of all land
use scenarios. Mean annual runoff depth represents an increase from the only planting summer
crops by 0.37 mm between 2021 and 2040, 0.95 mm between 2041 and 2060, 0.89 mm between
2061 and 2080, and 1.4 mm between 2081 and 2100. Besides grassland during 2021-2040 where
mean annual SY is lower than for only planting summer crops by just 0.43 t/ha, all remaining
scenarios show noticeable decreases in mean annual runoff depth compared to planting summer
crops only. However, each of these remaining land use scenarios projects similar mean annual runoff
depth changes within the range of 1.62 mm between 2041 and 2060 and 1.05 mm between 2061
and 2080. The range in mean annual runoff depth increases to 5.7 mm during 2081-2100 between
grassland, winter wheat only, and winter wheat with cover crop scenarios. Unlike for mean annual
SY and SL, grass generates a sufficiently high mean annual runoff depth response that is easily
identifiable in Figure 12.

3.4.2. Seasonal Changes

Land use choice also influences the seasonal distribution of peak SY between 2021 and 2100. This is
well represented in Figures 13-15 for the winter wheat only, winter wheat with cover crop, and
summer crops only scenarios, respectively, at the GWW Hillslope. Seasonal changes for the grass
scenario are omitted, since SY remains very low between 2021 and 2100.
Land management without summer crops clearly offers a shorter muddy flooding season between 2021 and 2100 (Figures 13 and 14). Only planting winter wheat or winter wheat with a cover crop typically generates one defined peak in SY that displays a rise and fall within three months or shorter. An exception is observed for winter wheat with cover crops during 2021-2040 where February presents a slight peak in SY, and a rise in SY is shown in January in 2061-2080 (Figure 14). While October and December are the peak months of SY during 2061-2080 for winter wheat only, peak SY is otherwise observed in November up to 2100 (Figure 13). Planting a cover crop with winter wheat typically causes future peak SY to be observed September, except for 2021-2040 where November represents the peak month of SY (Figure 14). Only planting summer crops offers similar seasonal patterns of SY when compared to the baseline scenario where land use remains the same as the present day (Figure 15).

4. Discussion

4.1. Importance of PPE Selection

As shown in Figure 6 and Table 7, selecting climate models based on most increased wetness and least increased wetness distinctly provides a broader range in projected soil erosion diagnostics compared to selecting models based on highest and lowest ECS values. PPE also largely demonstrates a wider spread in projections compared to almost all random scenarios, with only minor exceptions. To this end, PPE is successful in generating the widest range of sensible future scenarios, which has not been achieved elsewhere for modelling soil erosion by water.

The range in PPE results is said to be ‘sensible’ because the skill of each model was also assessed by only selecting models that closely simulate relevant metrics of precipitation to observations, while model outliers were removed using the 10th and 90th percentile of all delta changes as part of the envelope selection (Section 2.3.1). PPE generates a model range that captures all likely future scenarios. ECS and random selection fail to consider the skill of each model, while also commonly generating a narrow spread in model projections such that possible futures may be omitted.

4.2. Future Mean Annual Changes in Soil Erosion
Consistent with findings in Mullan et al. (2016, 2019) for an analogous catchment in Flanders, the magnitude of soil erosion and muddy flooding in the Heulen Gracht is clearly projected to increase in the future and the frequency of high magnitude events will also increase considerably. These increases noticeably become more prominent as time progresses under both mean and maximum modelled return periods. Mean annual modelled projections of SY, SL and runoff during the 2081-2100 period certainly reveal drastic increases in the magnitude of erosion when compared to baseline observations. While the 2061-2080 period represents a slight decrease from 2041-2060, increases in the magnitude of erosion from the baseline remain substantial. Under current land management practices, results in Figures 7-9 strongly suggest that existing mitigation measures for the study area must be adapted to remain effective under future climatic conditions. This is unless land management is adjusted in keeping with the grassland and winter wheat practices displayed in Figures 10-12, where each of these scenarios generates a reduced soil erosion response under each future time slice when compared to observations (1986-2005) under current climatic conditions and land management practices.

It is highly likely that economic biases will continue to influence future crop rotations at the study area. Planting just summer crops represents the most aggressive economic approach under the circumstance that the prices of summer crops increase in the future. However, this scenario clearly demonstrates an increased soil erosion threat when compared to current conditions (Figure 15). This increased soil erosion response is due to reduced soil cover, such that the soil surface is highly vulnerable to intense precipitation events in late spring and early summer. Increased exposure of the soil surface thereby facilitates soil detachment, while a soil surface crust can develop that reduces infiltration rates and increases runoff generation (Evrard et al., 2008). On the other hand, conversion to grassland represents the most environmentally conscious option but perhaps the least likely scenario to be accepted by farmers in the future given the severe economic drawbacks. While minimal SY and SL is consistently projected between 2021 and 2100 for grassland, this scenario offers a similar runoff resistance to winter wheat only and the winter wheat with cover crop scenarios. These runoff observations are consistent with findings in Evrard (2008) for the Heulen Gracht. Runoff coefficients differ by only 0.01 between grassland and dense cropland such as winter wheat, while runoff velocities of 0.1 m/s are shared between both land use types (Evrard, 2008).

Alternatively, Figures 10-12 reveal that winter wheat will be highly effective in offering off-site protection from soil erosion in the future, while also being recognised as an economic asset under a changing climate where heat and drought stress will become increasingly prevalent (De Frutos Cachorro et al., 2018). Winter wheat generates a reduced soil erosion response because of increased soil surface cover that prevents considerable soil detachment during high intensity rainfall events.
This is unless winter wheat continues to be rotated with a selection of summer crops, as observed currently. Existing land management practices appear to effectively manage soil erosion together with mitigation measures under current climatic conditions, but mean modelled projections of soil erosion between 2041 and 2100 reveal considerable increases that will pose an increased risk to nearby off-site locations (Figure 7). It also appears to be unreasonable to plant a cover crop alongside winter wheat. Despite the increased canopy coverage provided by the cover crop that acts to protect the soil surface from rill erosion (Phai et al., 2006; Valentin et al., 2005), the additional tillage practice required to manage the cover crop increases soil vulnerability and thereby erosion. Tillage practices reduce soil roughness (Corbane et al., 2008), such that tillage erosion is at least as important as water erosion for hillslopes subject to intensive agriculture (Van Oost et al., 2000). To demonstrate this, Table 8 shows that no tillage prior to cover crop planting represents a noticeable decrease in mean annual runoff, SY, and SL between 2021-2100 when compared to the winter wheat only scenario (Figures 10-12). In this respect, planting a cover crop with winter wheat represents the most sensible land management practice to balance future environmental and economic demands when no tillage is practised prior to cover crop planting.

4.3. Seasonal Changes in Soil Erosion

4.3.1. Climate Change Impacts

An earlier and longer muddy flooding season when compared to the baseline is consistently projected between 2021 and 2100 under current land management practices (Figure 8). The muddy flooding season begins around April and extends to November under each future time slice. Besides 2021-2040, the peak month of SY remains in August between 2041 and 2100. These results are consistent with Mullan et al. (2019) for an analogous catchment in Flanders under 1.5°C and 2°C warming using the mean of all model projections.

To quote from Mullan et al. (2016), “timing is everything”—models that project highly for certain precipitation variables at a time that the soil surface is vulnerable will yield the highest SL and SY returns. The soil surface is typically most vulnerable between mid-April to August, marking the time it takes for summer crops to establish sufficient cover following planting. Consequently, Mullan et al. (2016) found that model projections of rainfall intensity (MX.5 P) correlated very strongly with projected SY such that this variable alone could confidently explain future SY projected by each model together with crop rotation dates. In contrast, the most dominant explanatory precipitation
variable in this study is the standard deviation of precipitation (SDEV P), which most closely explains results in Figures 7 and 8. This is somewhat consistent with findings in Zhang (2012) where a larger SDEV P typically provided more events with greater magnitudes of daily precipitation in WEPP, while the opposite was true with a smaller SDEV P. The only exception is that Zhang (2012) also discussed the impact of combining SDEV P with the skewness of precipitation (SKEW P). Figure 16 acts to demonstrate that SDEV P alone can explain the SY results between 2021 and 2100, with $R^2$ values ranging from 0.64 to 0.74 across all time intervals during the vulnerable months of May to August. Rotating winter wheat with a summer crop the following year decreases this correlation. Winter wheat provides sufficient cover during these typically ‘vulnerable’ months since planting occurs in mid-October with harvesting in August. Appendix F details that $R^2$ values remain above 0.92 for each of the time intervals when only summer crops are planted, given the consistently low soil surface cover provided each year between April and August. Consequently, these results strongly suggest that the variability in the probability of a wet day occurring within a given month largely determines the SY response in WEPP.

4.3.2. Alternative Land Use

The alternative land use scenarios offer differing months of soil surface vulnerability. Introducing summer crops clearly extends the season of highest soil vulnerability. While seasonal changes in SY remain similar to projections under current land management practices, subtle differences under summer crops only are explained by the absence of winter wheat (Figure 15). Higher SY in October and November when compared to existing land use between 2021 and 2100 is granted by harvesting of the summer crops in October. The soil surface remains relatively bare and unprotected while the cover crop establishes sufficient cover. It is likely that the spike in SY observed in June between 2021 and 2040 is also explained by the poor soil cover provided by the summer crops when compared to winter wheat rotations during this month (Figure 15).

Alternatively, the shortened seasons of increased SY demonstrated for the winter wheat only and winter wheat with cover crop scenarios indicate high susceptibility to tillage operations. High SY in November between 2021 and 2100 for the winter wheat only scenario corresponds to tillage practices in November (Figure 13), while the additional tillage practice required for the winter wheat with cover crop scenario in September corresponds to the rise in SY for this month between 2021 and 2100 (Figure 14). As seen for mean annual changes (Table 8), Figure 17 shows that no tillage prior to cover crop planting with winter wheat drastically reduces SY between 2021-2100. While
seasonal SY is barely apparent when plotted with existing land management under the same climatic conditions, peaks in SY coincide with tillage practices prior to winter wheat planting in November. It is impractical to correlate SDEV P with SY for each of these land use scenarios given that the longest season of high SY projected between 2021 and 2100 does not exceed three months.

4.4. Implications for Future Mitigation Planning

Existing mitigation measures in place at the Heulen Gracht to manage soil erosion and muddy flooding have remained effective under current climatic conditions. Previous research found that considerable re-infiltration caused runoff coefficients to decrease by a mean of 60%, while sediment discharge also decreased by 93% between the inflow and outflow of the grassed waterway (Evrard, 2008). These mitigation measures were cost-effective within three years, despite being designed for a 20 year period (Evrard et al., 2007a, 2008). While this 20-year period is reaching an end, results in this study reveal that existing mitigation measures may remain resilient to climatic conditions during 2021-2040 under current land management practices. Regular monitoring and maintenance of these mitigation measures may remain sufficient between 2021 and 2040.

However, it is very clear that climatic conditions during 2041-2100 will pose a considerable threat to the resilience of these existing mitigation measures, which is consistent with previous research for a separate Belgian catchment (Mullan et al., 2019). This study finds that a range of alternative land management practices will be highly effective between 2041 and 2100, such that soil erosion rates and runoff generation between 2041 and 2100 under each of these alternative land use scenarios will represent an improvement from observed measurements under current climatic conditions and land use. However, despite high efficacy, changes to existing farming practices may represent a more radical solution when compared to adapting current mitigation measures and perhaps introducing additional measures. Mullan et al. (2016) previously suggested minor modifications to the dimensions of currently installed mitigation measures as an effective approach under future climatic conditions.

The most viable mitigation strategy will largely be determined by farmer cooperation. It is important to provide a wide range of feasible solutions so that the interests of all relevant decision makers can be easily satisfied. This study reveals that only planting winter wheat represents a highly effective economical and environmentally sensitive additional option to curative mitigation measures for reducing off-site damages from soil erosion and muddy flooding under a changing climate.
WEPP is widely applied within climate change-soil erosion research, with success demonstrated in a range of studies (e.g. Mullan et al., 2016; Stolpe, 2005). However, there are several notable limitations associated with hillslope scale analysis. The first difficulty is concerned with the need for hillslope specific measurements of SY, SL and runoff over several years for adequate model validation. Instead, soil erosion is typically measured at the outlet of the catchment for heavily impacted study areas. While this is certainly the case for the Heulen Gracht, Mullan et al. (2019) also discussed the absence of measured hillslope specific data for another analogous catchment in Flanders where it was necessary to make volumetric calculations made on sedimentation zones following a single muddy flooding event to validate WEPP results. This validation is also limited to mean annual SY at the catchment outlet cited in Evrard (2008), while long-term information for SL and runoff is difficult to come by. The absence of hillslope-specific measurements of runoff coefficients certainly limits analysis. For instance, a previous study (Evrard, 2008) revealed that grassland compaction differs across the Heulen Gracht. Grass buffer strips and grassed waterways often act as transport routes for heavy machinery, such that these areas typically generate higher runoff coefficients than cultivated land due to increased compaction. It is important that regular monitoring and data collection at these selected hillslopes are undertaken to develop detailed databases to assist future modelling development, so that hillside-specific information – such as runoff coefficients – are adequately represented. Otherwise, model validation described in Section 3.1 represents a strong attempt to validate modelled hillslope diagnostics, given the absence of longer-term site-specific hillslope data. Similarly, collection of additional field data to carefully estimate baseline effective hydraulic conductivity is needed so that WEPP can suitably simulate the long-term effects of soil macropores forming, which may impact infiltration rates and runoff over time. Lastly, hillslope scale analysis fails to consider the hydrological connectivity of the landscape, which is commonly recognised as a significant contributor to the scale of soil erosion and muddy flooding (e.g. Boardman and Vandaele, 2016; Boardman et al., 2019). While WEPP validation was completed using watershed mode, simulations only included two hillslopes because of field access limitations. Extensive mitigation at the GBS Hillslope made it difficult to clearly analyse the impact of future climatic changes on soil erosion, such that only the less-mitigated the GWW Hillslope was chosen for detailed analysis (Figures 6-16). Hillslope scale analysis is unable to provide spatial patterns of
sediment yield and the relative contribution of sediment from rills, gullies, and interill areas (Mullan et al., 2019). Analysis completed at a catchment scale is valuable to identify hotspots for soil erosion that could benefit from mitigation adaptation or instalment.

5. Conclusions

Findings in this study represent an advance from previous research examining soil erosion by water. This study presents the first targeted methodology (the PPE method) to efficiently select suitable climate models for simulating soil erosion by water. A sensible range of likely scenarios is generated, since PPE blends and precisely transforms both envelope-based and past-performance approaches. The highest range in future (2081-2100) mean annual SY, SL and runoff was projected by PPE, when compared to other popular model selection methods. Relevant impact sectors such as soil erosion and muddy flooding, and other hydrological phenomena, should consider applying this method to assess the impact of future climatic changes.

This study also examined the role of future land use changes under a changing climate, which is commonly neglected in recent soil erosion modelling research and has never been assessed for muddy flooding specifically. This study finds that the magnitude of erosion events will increase between 2021-2100 with considerable increases from 2041 under existing land use, while a longer muddy flooding season is projected. The frequency of high magnitude events will also increase for each return period up to a 1 in 100-year event under both the mean and maximum of all modelled projections. A decrease in mean sediment yield and daily precipitation from the baseline is only shown for a 1 in 100-year event under 2021-2040 climatic conditions. Current mitigation measures may remain effective between 2021 and 2040 but will certainly require substantial adaptation to continue to control soil erosion and muddy flooding under 2041-2100 climatic conditions. This is unless commonly planted summer crops are replaced by winter wheat, which represents an economical and environmentally viable alternative. Winter wheat induces considerable reductions in SY, SL and runoff while providing a much shorter season of high SY. Efforts to adapt and introduce mitigation measures – such as grass buffer strips, grassed waterways, detention ponds, and earth dams – remain a sensible strategy to combat future soil erosion but winter wheat should also be considered alongside these options, especially under the circumstance that summer crops will become increasingly less profitable.
Overall, this research illuminates the importance of carefully tuned climate model selection and land use changes for modelling future soil erosion by water so the best- and worst-case scenarios can be adequately prepared for under a changing climate.
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Table 1: Hillslope characteristics necessary for model validation. Soil characteristics measured at depths of 0.6-1.8 m at the GBS Hillslope were kept constant for the GWW Hillslope simulations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Slope Length (m)</th>
<th>Mean Slope Gradient (°)</th>
<th>Crop Rotation</th>
<th>Mitigation Measures</th>
<th>Depth (m)</th>
<th>No. Samples</th>
<th>Sand (%)</th>
<th>Silt (%)</th>
<th>Clay (%)</th>
<th>Organic (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GBS Hillslope</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>Winter Wheat; Maize; Sugar Beet (44 m)</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>5.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Grass Buffer Strip (21 m)</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GWW Hillslope</td>
<td>132.7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Winter Wheat; Maize; Sugar Beet (129.6 m)</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Description of CLIGEN input parameters and associated nomenclature (Mullan et al., 2019).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean daily precipitation for each wet day for a given month</td>
<td>Mean P in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard deviation of Mean P for a given month</td>
<td>SDev P in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skewness of Mean P for a given month</td>
<td>Skew P ND&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conditional probability of a wet day following a wet day for a given month</td>
<td>Pw/w   0-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conditional probability of a wet day following a dry day for a given month</td>
<td>Pw/d   0-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean maximum temperature for a given month</td>
<td>AV TMAX °F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean minimum temperature for a given month</td>
<td>AV TMIN °F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard deviation of TMAX for a given month</td>
<td>SD TMAX °F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard deviation of TMIN for a given month</td>
<td>SD TMIN °F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean daily solar radiation for a given month</td>
<td>SOL RAD L/d&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard deviation of SOL.RAD for a given month</td>
<td>SD SOL  L/d&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean maximum daily 30-minute liquid precipitation intensity for a given month</td>
<td>MX.5P  In/hr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean daily dew point temperature for a given month</td>
<td>DEW PT °F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time to peak storm intensity</td>
<td>Time Pk c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean percent of time that wind blows from 1 of 16 cardinal directions for a given month</td>
<td>% DIR&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt; %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean wind speed related to % DIR&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt; for a given month</td>
<td>MEAN  m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard deviation of MEAN for a given month</td>
<td>SDev MEAN m/s&lt;sup&gt;−1&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skewness of MEAN for a given month</td>
<td>Skew MEAN ND&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean percent of days that mean wind speed is less than 1 m/s&lt;sup&gt;−1&lt;/sup&gt; for a given month</td>
<td>CALM  %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ND<sup>a</sup> – Nondimensional.

L/d<sup>b</sup> – Langleyes/day.

c – Aside from Time Pk, all parameters represent the 12 calendar months shown along the columns.

d – Percent DIR refers to 16 different compass directions for wind direction. These are N, NNE, NE, ENE, E, ESE, SE, SSE, S, SSW, SW, WSW, W, WNW, NW, and NNW.
Table 3: Selected models for RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 following envelope-based selection. Models are ordered by distance to percentile, ‘1’ representing least distance and ‘3’ most distance. All models are r1i1p1 unless otherwise stated, where ‘r’ represents ‘realization,’ ‘I’ for ‘initialisation’ and ‘p’ for ‘physics’ within the CMIP5 project.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>RCP4.5</th>
<th>RCP8.5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wet</td>
<td>MRI-CGCM3</td>
<td>IPSL-CM5A-LR r4i1p1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GISS-E2-R r6i1p3</td>
<td>GISS-E2-R r6i1p1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dry</td>
<td>HADGEM2-AO</td>
<td>HADGEM2-ES r2i1p1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CNRM-CM5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Past performance analysis between observed and historical modelled data for models selected in Section 2.3.1. April to September is selected for analysis since these months are key months for muddy flooding. Listed models are coloured blue or red to represent RCP4.5 or RCP8.5, respectively. Values for the key precipitation characteristics are normalised, such that the highest value in each column equals 1. A rank of 1 equals closest performance to observed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SDev</th>
<th>Skew</th>
<th>P(w/w)</th>
<th>P(w/d)</th>
<th>NWD</th>
<th>Sum</th>
<th>Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MRI-CGCM3</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPSL-CM5A-LR r2i1p1</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>2.88</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HADGEM2-ES r1i1p1</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>3.15</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HADGEM2-ES r2i1p1</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPSL-CM5A-LR r4i1p1</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>3.28</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACCESS1-3</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>3.32</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GISS-E2-R r6i1p3</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>3.95</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GISS-E2-R r6i1p1</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>4.75</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNRM-CM5</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>4.36</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CanESM2 r3i1p1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5: Selected models from the PPE, ECS, and RG 1-3. Models are separated by RCP 4.5 and 8.5, selected randomly for RG 1-3. Otherwise, the order of the selected models within each RCP grouping displayed is random. Unless otherwise stated, all models are r1i1p1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RCP4.5</th>
<th>RCP8.5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PPE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI-CGCM3</td>
<td>IPSL-CM5A-LR r2i1p1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HADGEM2-ES r2i1p1</td>
<td>HADGEM2-ES r1i1p1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GISS-E2-R r6i1p3</td>
<td>IPSL-CM5A-LR r4i1p1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ECS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GFDL-ESM2G</td>
<td>GFDL-CM3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFDL-ESM2M</td>
<td>ACCESS1-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GISS-E2-H</td>
<td>CSIRO-Mk3-6-0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RG1</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GISS-E2-R r6i1p3</td>
<td>IPSL-CM5A-LR r4i1p1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HADGEM2-ES r2i1p1</td>
<td>HADGEM2-ES r1i1p1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPSL-CM5B-LR</td>
<td>CanESM2 r3i1p1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RG2</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MRI-CGCM3</td>
<td>ACCESS1-0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFDL-ESM2M</td>
<td>GFDL-CM3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPSL-CM5A-MR</td>
<td>CNRM-CM5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RG3</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GISS-E2-H</td>
<td>MIROC5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPSL-CM5A-MR</td>
<td>IPSL-CM5A-LR r2i1p1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFDL-ESM2G</td>
<td>CSIRO-Mk3-6-0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Details of modifications required for key CLIGEN parameters to represent future climate changes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CLIGEN Parameter</th>
<th>Derivation Method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean P</td>
<td>Equations 3 and 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDev P</td>
<td>Calculated from future Mean P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SKEW P</td>
<td>Calculated from future Q99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P(W/W)</td>
<td>See Section 2.5.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P(W/D)</td>
<td>See Section 2.5.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AV TMAX</td>
<td>Modified from future AV TMAX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AV TMIN</td>
<td>Modified from future AV TMIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMAX SD</td>
<td>Calculated from future AV TMAX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMIN SD</td>
<td>Calculated from future AV TMIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOL.RAD</td>
<td>Linear regression – plotted against future AV TMAX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD.SOL</td>
<td>Linear regression – plotted against future AV TMAX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MX.5P</td>
<td>Linear regression – plotted against future AV TMIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEW PT</td>
<td>Linear regression – plotted against future AV TMIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time PK</td>
<td>Linear regression – plotted against future SDev P</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 7: Comparing the range (highest minus lowest model value) in sediment yield (SY) and daily precipitation (Pr.) projected by each model selection method at Hillslopes 1 and 2 for different return period intervals. The highest projected range for each return period interval has been coloured red.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Return Period</th>
<th>Range</th>
<th>SY (t/ha)</th>
<th>Precipitation (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PPE</td>
<td>ECS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>8.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>11.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>25.4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>19.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>14.7</td>
<td>20.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>35.7</td>
<td>21.2</td>
<td>29.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>52.1</td>
<td>44.1</td>
<td>42.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The highest projected range for each return period interval has been coloured red.
Table 8: Mean annual sediment yield (SY), soil loss (SL) and runoff between 2021 and 2100 for the winter wheat with cover crop scenario when no tillage prior to cover crop planting is practised. ‘Change’ represents the relative difference from the winter wheat only scenario under the same climatic conditions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Runoff (mm)</th>
<th>Change (mm)</th>
<th>Soil loss (kg/m²)</th>
<th>Change (kg/m²)</th>
<th>Sediment Yield (t/ha)</th>
<th>Change (t/ha)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2021-2040</td>
<td>1.72</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>-0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2041-2060</td>
<td>3.35</td>
<td>-0.55</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>-0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2061-2080</td>
<td>3.39</td>
<td>-0.29</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>-0.16</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>-0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2081-2100</td>
<td>1.72</td>
<td>-6.28</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-0.37</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>-0.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1: The location of the study area within the Belgian loess belt. Relevant climate information is also indicated.
Figure 2: Location of existing mitigation measures across the study area, along with key hillslopes. The catchment outlet drains towards Velm Village, as indicated by the red arrow displayed on the street map insert.
Figure 3: Digital elevation model (DEM) of the study area. The catchment thalweg is clearly delimited by the lowest elevation values.
Gathering Precipitation Records for All Available CMIP5 Models

Monthly precipitation records downloaded for the grid square overlying the study area from all available climate models under RCP4.5 and RCP8.5.

Calculating Delta Changes

Annual precipitation sums calculated. Mean annual precipitation sum for the reference period (1986-2005) subtracted from the future period (2081-2100) for each model.

Changes in Climatic Means

Model choice narrowed down to those that project the most increased wetness and least increased wetness using 10th and 90th percentile of all delta changes.

Comparing Precipitation Characteristics

Model choice narrowed down to those that most closely simulate relevant metrics of precipitation to observations.

Spatial and Temporal Downscaling

All model precipitation data temporally downscaled to produce daily scenarios using transitional probabilities, while temperature data spatially downscaled using change factor (CF) method to reduce the grid box scale to match observed climate dimensions.

WEPP Simulation

Bias corrected precipitation and temperature outputs used to develop necessary .PAR file to simulate the soil erosion model (WEPP) for future climate scenarios.

ECS Selection

Gathering and Ranking ECS Values

ECS values ≥ 10th percentile and ≤ 90th percentile of all ECS values for CMIP5 models (Kattsov et al., 2013) included.

Selecting Extreme ECS Values

The three models closest to the 10th percentile simulated under RCP4.5 and the three models closest to the 90th percentile simulated under RCP8.5.

RS

CMIP5 models selected at random, with three models simulated under RCP4.5 and three models simulated under RCP8.5. This was completed three times to form three separate groups of randomly selected models, containing six models each.

Figure 4: Summary of steps provided for all climate model selection methods to project climatic conditions for the future period (2081-2100) and simulate in a soil erosion model.
Figure 5: Conceptual model outlining the various land management scenarios applied in this study. These scenarios are divided into economic, environmental, and several economic-environmental scenarios.
Figure 6: Projected ranges in sediment yield, soil loss, and runoff provided by each climate model selection method between 2081-2100 for the GWW Hillslope. The median value is represented by the horizontal line inside the box; ‘x’ marks the mean value; the circular dots represent Q1 (lower dot) and Q3 (upper dot); and the maximum and minimum values are denoted by the top and bottom whiskers, respectively.
Figure 7: Mean annual changes in sediment yield (SY), soil loss (SL) and runoff between 2021 and 2100 for the GWW Hillslope. Baseline measurements for each of these respective diagnostics are represented by the red dotted line.
Figure 8: Seasonal changes in mean modelled sediment yield (SY) in kg/m from the baseline (E-OBS) between 2021-2100 for the GWW Hillslope. The model range is also displayed for each month, while planting and harvesting dates are also indicated.
Figure 9: Mean and maximum modelled return periods for sediment yield (SY) and daily precipitation for the GWW Hillslope.
Figure 10: Mean annual changes in sediment yield between 2021 and 2100, demonstrated for each land use scenario.
Figure 11: Same as for Figure 10, except for soil loss (SL) for the GWW Hillslope.
Figure 12: Same as for Figure 10, except for runoff (mm) for the GWW Hillslope.
Figure 13: Seasonal changes in ‘winter wheat only’ mean modelled sediment yield (SY) in kg/m compared against the ‘baseline’ land use scenario between 2021-2100 for the GWW Hillslope. The model range is displayed for each month, while planting (November) and harvesting (August) dates are also indicated.
Figure 14: Same as for Figure 13, except for the ‘winter wheat with cover crop’ scenario for the GWW Hillslope. Tillage preparation and planting of the cover crop occurs in September.
Figure 15: Same as for Figure 13, except for the 'summer crops only' scenario for the GWW Hillslope.
Figure 16: Correlation plots for sediment yield against SDEV P under current land management practices between 2021 and 2100 at the GWW Hillslope for May to August, which represent months of increased soil exposure.
Figure 17: Same as for Figure 14, except cover crops are planted in September without tillage preparation at the GWW Hillslope.